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About This Game

Battle monsters of the darkness with a kinetic blade! Intense combat and blade throwing action in adrenaline inducing VR!
Skirmish through progressive levels of challenge and adversity to find ultimate victory or your fatal demise. Defeat the

darkness! Wield the Glaive!

Features:

Challenging fast-action gameplay that's simple and fun

Seven levels of increasing difficulty plus hard mode for seven additional levels of hard mode difficulty

Continue options to start the action where you left off

HTC Vive and only one Vive controller required
Standing only and room-scale compatible
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One of the best RPGs of all time.

The combat is superb and has a nice sense of weight to every action the player makes.
And the most of the upgrades in the skill tree are rather significant so choose carefully.

The story is engaging and surprising.
Even more surprising is the degree to which your choices shape said story.
Not wishing to spoil anything but one particular choice completely changes half of the game.

One word of caution though, I highly recommend reading at least a few of the Withcer books before playing the game.
The story is written in such a way that it assumes the player already knows who the characters are and how this world works.
Also the books are a pretty good read, if you are into fantasy books.

It is impossible to talk about The Witcher 2 without mentioning the unique, slavic culture inspired soundtrack.
Honestly this soundtrack sets the mood for every scene perfectly and helps you immerse yourself in this unique
fantasy world.

It is worth noting that the game is rather hard so I would recommend new players to read a few guides before
starting their adventure.

. Good game for time-killer ^^
Like other state it's better on the go

The elements have non-sense and sensible combination ^^. I like the mechanics that drive this game forward with very few fetch
quests and the like, instead concentrating heavily on dialogue and atmosphere.

Some say GSDW is a short game. On one hand it is, but it manages to tell a complete story during its short stay. The way I see it,
this game appreciates the players' use of time. It doesn't try to stretch the game duration needlessly, there are no extra filler
sections and there's even a very efficient fast travel system. GSDW is simply as long an experience as it needs to be. And I like
it a lot for that.

The characters are life-like, likeable and interesting. The voice-acting is actually fine by me, but the voice quality is a bit modest
- it has that "boxy" studio booth effect to it.

Plot-wise, I loved the duality between realism and some fantastical elements and also how your character's attitude and
interpretation towards what she discovers actually affects the way the story is concluded. There's a really nice balance of open-
endedness combined with concrete conclusion. It's hard to explain thoroughly without spoiling the experience, so if you decide
to play it, you'll see for yourself. ;). Best 4 dollar game on the Steam market. Add this game to your collection! :D. 100%
#His Bend
#Our base is raid and for..
#Yh ur bend
#Cwmm0
#wat u doikngh?
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It's a fun city-building game, but not very challenging. A good, chill game.. Worms Crazy Golf is, as the title suggests, a golf
game in Team17's Worms universe. It is not a serious golf game, like for instance Tiger Woods PGA Tour or Links, but a more
wacky 2D golfer keeping with the series comical tone and graphical style. Supposedly it is a sequel to the 2004 mobile game
Worms Golf, but who cares, right? The object of the game is to complete each hole on par or below par with its par number. If
you fail to do so you have to play the hole again. There are three courses (four with the added mini expansion Carnival Course)
that contain 18 holes each. Once in awhile you get to play extra challenge levels where the object can be to keep the ball in
motion for a certain time or to pop all balloons, etc. These challenges are quite fun and can be a good break from the normal
levels.

As you progress in the game you unlock power-ups, a couple of which make the game a little too easy. Well, the power-ups
combined with the fact that you can steer the ball mid-air by tapping left or right will result in a few hole-in-ones. Some levels
have wind and magnetic fields, which ups the difficulty a tad. The levels also contain greenskeeper worms, sheep, bats, moles
who steal the ball, and old ladies who strike the ball with their handbags. You collect crates to unlock things in the shop, such as
hats or different colored balls, and you collect coins to buy these accessories. The only accessories that alter the gameplay are
the golf clubs, so these are worth getting.

If you're unlucky, the ball can get stuck inside the ground, though it rarely happens. And if it does happen you can just restart
the hole. The game is quite short and can easily be completed in one sitting. Hot seat multiplayer is available for up to four
players in true Worms tradition. I found the game pretty enjoyable, a lot better than the puzzle spin-off Worms Blast, but still
lacking something to keep it from being just another Worms sidetrack.

3 out of 5 worms.. Still Trash. It works under Win 10 with regular updates. (12.25.2017.)
There were problems with recent versions of Win, but now it works fine.. Honestly, I really like this game. It makes a great little
time killer and being free is always a bonus in my book! Don't see why alot of people are ripping on this game. I say give it a try
and I'm willing to bet you'll like it!. No need for more outfits.
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